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Official Side Event of the Berlin Energy Transition Dialogue 2020 

Guided tour: Berlin Energy Sightseeing and Urban Sustainability 

Friday, 27 March 2020 | language: English | 

 
Did you know that the majority of governmental buildings in Berlin were built using advanced 

renewable technologies and are highly sustainable and energy efficient? If not, then join us to gain 

unique insight into sustainable urban planning and the construction of some of the most significant 

buildings and areas in Berlin. 

 

Please note: Due to safety reasons, some sites can only be visited with flat and sturdy shoes. 

Changeable weather conditions require weatherproof clothing. Packed lunches will be provided. 

Filming and photography are not allowed unless otherwise indicated at the site. 

Agenda – tbc 

09:30 am Bus transfer 

09:45 am  Renewable Energies, efficient and sustainable buildings tour 

through the governmental district  

Along the Spree, the iconic river that runs through the very center of 

Berlin, are located many Government buildings known not only for the 

official functions they serve, but also for their distinctive architecture and 

design. In addition to modern aesthetic architecture, many buildings also 

incorporate the functional integration of renewables. On this tour 

participants will visit such buildings, including the main building of the 

Federal Ministry of Education and Research where photovoltaic 

panels are integrated into the building façade. Other stops include the 

offices of parliamentarians: the Federal Chancellery and the Paul-

Löbe-Haus, which also feature innovative photovoltaic solutions. 

Afterwards the atrium of the Jacob-Kaiser-Haus will be visited and as 

the final highlight of the tour: the Reichstag Building, which serves as 

the seat of the national Federal Republic of Germany and is known from 

afar by the distinctive Reichstag Building dome. 

Guide: Astrid Schneider, Solar Architecture  
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The official hashtag of the Berlin Energy Transition Dialogue 2020 is: #betd2020 

 

The meeting point for the start of the tour is: 

Jägerstraße / Kurstraße 

10117 Berlin (near the Federal Foreign Office, the official venue of the conference) 

 

Please make sure to arrive 15 minutes before departure, as the bus will leave punctually. 

 

Source: Google Maps 

 

12:00 pm Lunch 

13:30 pm  Transfer to Federal Foreign Office  

End of Tour  

Meeting point: 
Jägerstraße / Kurstraße 
10117 Berlin 


